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W

elcome to New Orleans for the 16th national
conference of the American Copy Editors Society.

The past year has been a roller-coaster ride for
many of you. For some, the dust settled and uncertainty eased.
For others, the tumultuous ride is just beginning. But you’ve
adapted and grown — and so has ACES.

On behalf of the ACES board, I’d like to say thank you. Thank
you for having the dedication to stick with your craft. Thank
you for having the determination to attend this conference.
Thank you for investing in yourself and the quality of words.
A special note of thanks to our hosts and sponsors: The
Advocate in Baton Rouge, NOLA.com, Saxotech, University of
California-San Diego and Tansa. Your support of copy editing
and this conference is deeply appreciated.
We have three amazing days planned for you, filled with
learning, networking, collaborating, celebrating and, of course,
fun. We hope to inspire and inform you.
What you do — what we all do — is essential. Without
clarity, there can be only miscommunication.
Have fun and laissez les bons temps rouler!
Teresa Schmedding
ACES president

Missy Prebula
The New York Times
Christine Steele
Capital Group Companies
Chris Wienandt
The Dallas Morning News
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ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

conference venuEs
WHERE TO FIND
EVERYTHING
at ACES’ 16th national conference
All events except the post-conference
social are on the second, fourth
and eighth floors of the SheratonNew Orleans

Registration:
Rhythms foyer, second floor
breakout sessions:
Fourth floor
Opening GENERAL
session:
Rhythms Ballroom, second floor
Thursday night
Reception:
Lagniappe, second floor

FOURTH FLOOR
GENERAL
SESSIONS

friday
Banquet

Style Q&A
general session:
Rhythms Ballroom I I and III,
second floor
Silent auction:
Daytime: Rhythms Ballroom I,
second floor; moves to eighth
floor (Cornet and Armstrong
foyer) at 5 p.m.

silent
auction

FRIDAY NIGHT Banquet:
Armstrong Ballroom, eighth
floor
Closing GENERAL session:
Rhythms Ballroom, second floor
SPONSOR AND INFO AREA:
Fourth floor foyer
THURSDAY
RECEPTION

EIGHTH FLOOR

SECOND FLOOR

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

SATURDAY NIGHT SOCIAL:
Napoleon House,
500 Chartres St.
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THURSDAY, APril 12

Session descriptions, pages 8-9

9-10:30

8 a.m. – Registration begins, Rhythms foyer, second floor

Opening general session,

Introductions, updates about the society and our Education Fund, announcement of the headline contest and scholarship
winners and more.

Southdown
Tiny Acts of
Elegance:
Editing Like a
Writer

Oak Alley

Gallier

Nottoway

Afraid of Math?
Take a Number

Copy Editors as
Curators

A Keen Eye for
Graphics

Rich Holden,
Dow Jones News Fund

Gerri Berendzen,
Quincy Herald-Whig;
Sue Bullard,
University of NebraskaLincoln
Carla Correa,
Washington Post

Bill Cloud,
University of North
Carolina-Chapel Hill

Bill Walsh,
The Washington Post

12=

Lunch on your own (theme lunches meet with leaders in Sheraton lobby)

2:153:45
p.m.

The Power of
Proofreading

Even Porn Needs
Style

John Braun,
Vanguard;
Sherri Hildebrandt,
consultant;
Sherrie Voss Matthews,
UT-San Antonio

Eric Althoff,
freelance editor,
New Jersey

2:15-3:45

12:152:15

10:45-12:15

10:45
a.m.12:15
p.m.

Rhythms Ballroom II and III, second floor

Writing for SEO,
Writing for
Social Media
Frank Russell,
University of Missouri

Reviving
Singular “They”:
Contemporary
Usage of
Gender-Neutral
Pronouns
Sandra Schaefer, University of
Wisconsin-Oshkosh

Edgewood

Academic
and Research
Editing

Margaret Alford
Cloud, UNC-Chapel Hill;
Maria Hench,
DePaul University;

Mallory Lindsly,
Ochsner Foundation;

Rhonda Smith,

University of Chicago;

Matthew Testa,

4-5:30

International Center for
Alcohol Policies

Nuts and Bolts
Punctuation

Freelance
Editors’ Forum

Lisa McLendon,
The Wichita Eagle

Mark Allen,
Mark Allen Editing;
Erin Brenner,
Copyediting;
Sherri Hildebrandt,
consultant

Online News
Editing:
What Works
John Russial,

University of Oregon;

Paula Devlin,

The Times-Picayune;

Henry Fuhrmann,
Los Angeles Times;

Small-Staffs
Forum

Tim Yagle,
Napa Valley Register;
Rick Dyer,
Independent
Newspapers;
Julie Ann Marra,
Quincy Herald-Whig

Carla Correa,

6:30-9

Washington Post
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Opening reception, Lagniappe, second floor
Catch up with colleagues and make new copy-editing friends. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and a cash bar is available.
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FRIDAY, APril 13

Session descriptions, pages 9-11

8 a.m. – Registration begins, Rhythms foyer, second floor

9 a.m.-5 p.m. – Silent auction, Rhythms Ballroom I, second floor

12:152:15

10:4512:15

9-10:30

Southdown

2:15-3:45

2:153:45
p.m.

Oak Alley

Editing Study
Update

Surviving
a Redesign

Fred Vultee,
Wayne State University

Sherrie Voss
Matthews,
UT-San Antonio;
David Brindley,
National Geographic;
Greg Matthews,
KENS-TV, San Antonio

Fault Lines
Dori Maynard,
Maynard Institute

Triage on
the Battlefield
... I Mean Copy
Desk
Nick Jungman,
Wichita Business Journal

Edgewood
Dealing with
(Non)Writers

Karen Martwick,
Travel Portland;
Tess Ahern
and Katie Schwing,
HDR Inc.;
Shanxi Upsdell Omoniyi,
Christian Foundation for
Children and Aging

Presenters: Carol Fisher Saller of CMOS; David Minthorn and Darrell Christian of AP
Rhythms Ballroom II and III, second floor

Lunch on your own
Business
Editing in
Depth: 10
Things You’d
Better Know
Merrill Perlman,
editing consultant

Editing at a Hub
Todd Kistler and
Thom Wright,
Los Angeles News Group;
Pam Nelson,
American Institute of
Certified Public
Accountants

A New Look at
Alternative Story
Forms and How
to Get Them into
Your Paper

Ethics of the Last
Editor Standing
Rick Kenney,
Florida Gulf Coast
University

Rob Schneider,
Dallas Morning News;

Josh Crutchmer,

Minneapolis Star Tribune

(co-sponsored
by SND)

B.S. Detection
for Digital
Content

Missourian
Transition
Follow-up

Craig Silverman,
Poynter Institute

Maggie Walter and
Frank Russell,
University of Missouri

2011: The Year
in Design
Rob Schneider,
Dallas Morning News;
Josh Crutchmer,
Minneapolis Star
Tribune
(co-sponsored
by SND)

5:30-10

Nottoway

General session: Style Q&A with AP and Chicago

(co-sponsored by
the Reynolds Center)

4-5:30

Gallier

(Moves to Armstrong foyer, eighth floor, at 5:30 p.m.)

Presenting
Yourself:
Resumes,
Interviewing,
Networking
Bill Connolly,
retired from The New
York Times;
Rich Holden,
Dow Jones News Fund

Silent auction moves to Cornet, Armstrong foyer, eighth floor, 5:30-7:30 p.m.

Banquet, Armstrong Ballroom, eighth floor, 7:30-10 p.m., details on Page 11

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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SATURDAY, APril 14
Session descriptions, pages 12-13

8 a.m. – Registration begins, Rhythms foyer, second floor

Southdown

4-5

2:15-3:45

12:152:15

10:45-12:15

9-10:30

Making Sense
of “Study Says”
Fred Vultee,
Wayne State University

Oak Alley
Financial
Editing: The
Words you
Choose
Christine Steele,
The Capital Group

Inside Readers’
Heads:
“Headlinese”
Alex Cruden,
editing consultant

Editing Maps
and Graphics
David Brindley,
National Geographic

Gallier
B-52s and Boot
Camp: Editing
Military Coverage
Renee Petrina,
Sarah Hood,
Jared Marquis,
Amy Gunnerson,
all of Defense
Information School

Listening to
Your Brain:
Speed Bumps
in Editing
Merrill Perlman,
editing consultant

Nottoway

Edgewood

Heads We Win:
The Art of
Headline
Writing

Women in
Management
Forum

Matthew Crowley,
Las Vegas
Review-Journal

Avoiding
Burnout
Becca Dyer,
Arizona Republic;
Rick Dyer,
Independent
Newspapers

Teresa Schmedding,
Daily Herald;
Judith Shapleigh,
Politico;
Maggie Walter,
University of Missouri

Book Editing
Katya Jenson,
freelance (formerly of
Peachtree Publishers);
Katy Doll,
Pelican Publishing

Lunch on your own
Copy Editors to
Multiplatform
Editors
Teresa Schmedding,
Daily Herald;
Michael Roehrman,
The Wichita Eagle

Math Is
Everywhere!
Neil Holdway,
Daily Herald

How to Learn a
Style Guide in
10 Days
Colleen Barry,
IDG Enterprise

How Do I Get
There? Copy
Editing Beyond
the Newsroom
Doug Ward,
University of Kansas;
Christine Steele,
The Capital Group;
Michelle Moriarity Witt,
Red Ventures;
Regina McDowell,
Department of Defense;
Ken Duhe,
The Advocate
(Baton Rouge, La.);
Chris Frisella,
The Register-Guard
(Eugene, Ore.)

Jimmy’s World
Bill Connolly,
retired from
The New York Times
(limited to 20
participants; sign
up in advance at
registration desk)

Closing general session

6-8

Rhythms Ballroom, second floor

Social, Napoleon House, 500 Chartres St.
(Sold out. However, you can check with at the registration desk Saturday for returned tickets.)

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Thursday

Even Porn Needs A Style

10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

Some of the most unsavory characters in the world are also
publishers or writers. And they all need editors. As copy editors,
it is not our job to sit in judgment of the material we edit, only
to give it the best possible shine. In addition to a broad discussion of the need for even purveyors of objectionable material to
have editors, this session will also take a humorous look at the
somewhat ludicrous notion that even porn “needs” a style, as well
as sly anecdotes from the war room of working at Hustler. From
there, the discussion will focus on coming up with a style guide
for future material, particularly in the 21st century’s digital ethos.
WARNING: THIS SESSION WILL FEATURE DISCUSSIONS OF CONTENT OF AN ADULT
NATURE.

Tiny Acts of Elegance: Editing Like a Writer
Bill Walsh, The Washington Post
The best repair jobs are seamless, and editing is no exception.
Expanding on his popular Rules That Aren’t session, Bill Walsh
discusses the art of making a story look as though the desk didn’t
have to touch it.

Afraid of Math? Take a Number
Rich Holden, Dow Jones News Fund
Math errors are the largest source of corrections in publications.
This session uses examples taken from newspapers and other
media to point out errors, omissions and ambiguities, and how to
correct them.

Copy Editors as Curators
Gerri Berendzen, Quincy Herald-Whig;
Sue Bullard, University of Nebraska-Lincoln;
Carla Correa, Washington Post
Curating may be a buzzword in journalism, but the idea behind
curating — organizing information into deliverable packages for
readers — is old hat to copy editors. Part of an editor’s role has
always been ensuring readers get the best information in the most
readable way, even if the where and how of doing that is changing.
We’ll look at different ways copy editors can serve as curators, and
focus on three specific skills: linking, working with social media,
and compiling timelines and graphic information. Learn how to
provide meaningful information, connect with audiences, deliver
context and think critically as you sharpen your curating skills.

A Keen Eye for Graphics
Bill Cloud, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Charts and graphics too often contain errors — many minor,
some not so. This session begins with a contest in spotting errors
(wonderful prizes awarded) and continues with a discussion on
how to avoid them.

2:15-3:45 p.m.
The Power of Proofreading
John Braun, Vanguard;
Sherri Hildebrandt, consultant;
Sherrie Voss Matthews, UT-San Antonio
Learn how to take one final look at spelling, design, color and
content before sending copy into the world. This panel of experts
offers tips on how to prevent design and typography bloopers
from reaching your audience.
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Eric Althoff, freelance editor, New Jersey

Writing for SEO, Writing for Social Media
Frank Russell, University of Missouri
This session is for copy editors and other journalists of all levels
who want to learn how to improve traffic to news stories from
search engines such as Google and social media sites such as
Facebook and Twitter.

Reviving Singular “They”:
Contemporary Usage of Gender-Neutral Pronouns
Sandra Schaefer, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh
For centuries, “they” has been used as a singular epicene pronoun
in English, much to the dismay of grammarians. When prescriptivism began gaining ground in the 17th century, “he” topped “they”
and became the widely accepted generic third-person singular
pronoun. The rise of feminism virtually destroyed the generic “he”
and left a void within the language, at least in stylebooks. “They”
continued to be used in speech and, in recent years, has been
gaining ground in formal, written English. This session will review
the history of “they” as a singular pronoun, culminating with a
focus on its contemporary status as a frequent feature of spoken
language and controversial feature of written language, and offer
potential solutions to avoid sexist pronoun usage.

Academic and Research Editing
Margaret Alford Cloud, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill;
Maria Hench, DePaul University;
Mallory Lindsly, Ochsner Foundation;
Rhonda Smith, University of Chicago;
Matthew Testa, International Center for Alcohol Policies
Bubbling with the ideas and issues of lively students and
scholars, universities and research institutions can be fascinating places to work. People who have worked as editors in
the news business or other fields find their skills are welcome
and useful. Panelists will include a medical journal editor, two
university publications editors, a grant proposal editor, and an
editor who summarizes research for nonspecialist readers.
They will talk about working with researchers, adapting to
different publication styles, meeting deadlines and editing for
varied audiences.

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
4-5:30 p.m.
Nuts and Bolts Punctuation
Lisa McLendon, The Wichita Eagle
A basic overview of how to use — and how not to use —
punctuation, with focus on commas, apostrophes, hyphens and
semicolons.

Freelance Editors’ Forum
Mark Allen, Mark Allen Editing;
Erin Brenner, Copyediting;
Sherri Hildebrandt, consultant
A session for freelance editors to share tips, concerns and
solutions.

Online News Editing: What Works
John Russial, University of Oregon;
Paula Devlin, The Times-Picayune;
Henry Fuhrmann, Los Angeles Times;
Carla Correa, Washington Post
As staffs shrink and online news grows in importance, how are
newspapers ensuring that online copy gets a good read? Are
there new desk structures or new schedules that work? Are
there best practices? Panelists from several newspapers (and
the audience) will talk about these issues.

Small-Staffs Forum
Tim Yagle, Napa Valley Register;
Rick Dyer, Independent Newspapers;
Julie Ann Marra, Quincy Herald-Whig
Working with small staffs presents its own set of challenges and
rewards. The panel will discuss the benefits and pitfalls of working on a smaller staff and how best to take advantage of what
we have. We’ll talk about problems that beset smaller staffs and
try to find ways to solve them, or at least offer a fresh perspective on them.

BLOGS @ COPYDESK.ORG
Read ACES’ newest blog, the Grammar Guide by
Pam Nelson, at grammarguide.copydesk.org.
Check out Charles Apple’s
The Visual Side of Journalism at apple.copydesk.org/

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

Friday
9-10:30 a.m.
Editing Study Update
Fred Vultee, Wayne State University
New data from a replication of ACES-sponsored research into
the effects of editing on news audiences. This larger version of
the study asks new questions and uses better-refined versions
of the original variables. New findings address the effect of
editing on reader willingness to pay for news and find some
relevant twists on which parts of the audience are most affected by editors’ work. Readers who are often most critical of
our performance -- those who see the media as to their left or
right -- are much more sensitive to editing (or its absence) than
readers who see themselves as politically similar to the media.

Surviving a Redesign
Sherrie Voss Matthews, UT-San Antonio;
David Brindley, National Geographic;
Greg Matthews, KENS-TV, San Antonio
You have to redesign your publication or website. After the
panic settles, what do you do next? Editors who went through
major redesigns (and survived to tell the tale!) will talk about
the practical aspects, the political pitfalls, and a bit about the
processes we used to develop a new look that incorporated
stakeholder and user suggestions. Want to try to keep everyone
happy and the publication or website user-friendly? We’ll offer
ideas to help you survive.

Fault Lines
Dori Maynard, Maynard Institute
Despite the increasing cultural diversity in this country, most of
us do not walk into the workplace with the skills to talk about
diversity issues across the fault lines of race, class, gender,
generation and geography. At best, that means we are regularly
missing opportunities to connect with our audience. At worst, it
means we are making mistakes that end up embarrassing ourselves and our companies and frequently alienating our audience. This program, through discussion and small-group work,
teaches participants how to leverage workplace diversity into
a better connection with a company‚ audience and increased
productivity.

Triage on the Battlefield ... I Mean Copy Desk
Nick Jungman, Wichita Business Journal
It’s not always possible to make every beneficial edit to every
story. Sometimes you’re swamped. Sometimes deadline looms.
How do you prioritize? Take a cue from emergency rooms and
battlefields and practice triage. Recognize what’s critical, what’s
urgent and what’s merely important — and allocate your time
and attention accordingly.
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Friday

2:15-3:45 p.m.

9-10:30 a.m.

Business Editing in Depth:
10 Things You’d Better Know
Merrill Perlman, editing consultant

Dealing with (Non)Writers

Karen Martwick, Travel Portland;
Tess Ahern and Katie Schwing, HDR, Inc.;
Shanxi Upsdell Omoniyi, Christian Foundation for Children
and Aging

Copy editors in the corporate and nonprofit sectors must
increasingly deal with people who are writing material to be
published, but who don’t come from a professional writing
background. A panel of three editors from government, military
and nonprofit backgrounds examines some of the challenges
of dealing with (non)writers and offers some solutions based on
real-world experience.

• What does the International Monetary Fund do? How about the
World Bank? Why do we care?
• What’s the difference between the national debt and the
deficit? How are they related?
• What makes a company an Inc., a Co., or an LLC?
• What does the Securities and Exchange Commission really do?
What powers does it have?

10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

And more, including how to translate business jargon into understandable terms.

General session
Style Q&A with AP and Chicago
Presenters: Carol Fisher Saller of CMOS;
David Minthorn and Darrell Christian of AP
Representatives from the AP Stylebook and the Chicago Manual
of Style talk about how and why they make style decisions and
take questions from the audience.

Education Fund
Silent Auction
Thanks to these donors to the ACES Education Fund
silent auction:
Adobe Systems Inc.
William Connolly
Paula Devlin
Galvez Restaurant, New Orleans
Maison Restaurant, New Orleans
Gina Nania
Ralph and Kacoo’s Restaurant, New Orleans
Christine Steele
The North Face
The Times-Picayune
Bourbon Heat Restaurant
Historic New Orleans Tours
And thanks to certified tour guides J.E. Bourgoyne and
Jay Tyburski, Bourgoyne Guest House, for leading the
walking-tour fundraiser on Wednesday, April 11.
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More than ever before, business is everybody’s business. From instability in Europe to issues affecting local economies, if it involves
money, it’s news. This session aims to bring into better focus some
of the issues and ideas non-specialists face when editing business
stories. We’ll detail 10 points that will take you beyond the basics,
such as:

This session is co-sponsored by the Reynolds National
Center for Business Journalism.

Editing at a Hub

Todd Kistler, Thom Wright, Los Angeles News Group;
Pam Nelson, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(formerly of McClatchy Newspapers)

As the concept of editing hubs spreads, more copy editors find
themselves in this work situation. Three hub editors talk about
setup and workflow, adaptations they’ve needed to make, and
how they’ve solved problems that have arisen, plus answer
questions from the audience.

A New Look at Alternative Story Forms
and How to Get Them into Your Paper
Rob Schneider, Dallas Morning News
Josh Crutchmer, Minneapolis Star Tribune
The latest in non-narrative storytelling in print and on the Web. This
session will be interactive and look at alternative storytelling from
all angles, but will especially focus on practical advice on how copy
editors can do a first read with an alternative treatment in mind
and can easily break up an entire story or break out parts of it. This
session will also include tips for designing alternative story forms,
and how copy editors can curtail bad design trends and habits.
This session is co-sponsored by the Society of News Design.

Ethics of the Last Editor Standing
Rick Kenney, Florida Gulf Coast University
You look left, you look right, and there’s no one on the desk but you.
The best ethical decisions, it is often said, are collaborative. What to
do when collaboration isn’t an option? Don’t panic. Here’s help.

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Friday events
Silent auction, day-long
Rhythms I and Armstrong foyer
Before the banquet, get in a bid at the ACES Education
Fund silent auction, which runs throughout the day.
It starts at 9 a.m. in Rhythms Ballroom I on the second
floor, takes a brief break at 5 p.m. and resumes at 5:30
p.m. in the Armstrong foyer outside the eighth-floor
ballroom.
Come bid up your fellow conference attendees, get
some good stuff to take home and help raise money to
fund scholarships for aspiring copy editors.

Banquet, begins 7:30 p.m.
keynote address by Roy Peter Clark
Armstrong Ballroom, eighth floor
Roy Peter Clark of the Poynter Institute will share knowledge of writing and words — and his musical stylings
— as the keynote speaker at ACES 2012 banquet April
13 at the Sheraton-New Orleans.
Clark (@RoyPeterClark) has taught writing at every
level — to schoolchildren and Pulitzer Prize-winning

4-5:30 p.m.
B.S. Detection for Digital Content
Craig Silverman, Poynter Institute
Accuracy is fundamental to what we do, but it’s a challenge to
verify information when it flows at digital warp speed from so
many sources. Get specific tools, advice and strategies to master
the art of online verification. Learn how to verify a tweet, evaluate
if a website is credible and check the accuracy of your own work.

Missourian Transition Follow-up
Maggie Walter and Frank Russell, University of Missouri
This session is for anyone interested in the news industry’s printto-digital transition. At the Columbia Missourian — a community
newspaper and website produced by Missouri School of Journalism students and faculty editors — we believe our digital-first
transformation has improved both our website and print newspaper. We’ll discuss our interactive copy editing and print desks,
the role of ICE desk editors as creators of high-quality aggregated
stories, and our Show-Me the Errors contest — which invites
online readers to win fun prizes and help us improve our stories.

ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE

authors — for more
than 30 years, and has
spoken about the writer’s craft on The Oprah
Winfrey Show, NPR and
Today; at conferences
from Singapore to Brazil;
and at news organizations from The New York
Times to the Sowetan in
South Africa.
He is the author of,
among other books,
“The Glamour of Grammar,” and maintains a blog on the Poynter site.
He has been at Poynter, where he is vice president and
senior scholar, since 1979.
“My admiration for copy editors is such that it has
been a hope that I’d one day get invited to ACES,”
Clark said about getting the keynote invitation.
We’re thrilled to have him, and can’t wait to see what he
— and his piano — will cook up at the ACES banquet.

2011: The Year in Design
Rob Schneider, Dallas Morning News
Josh Crutchmer, Minneapolis Star Tribune
We’ll look at the results from the 33rd annual creative competition for both print and digital and talk about what was effective, what wasn’t and the top trends in newspaper, magazine,
Web and news app design.
This session is co-sponsored by the Society of News Design.

Presenting Yourself:
Resumes, Interviewing, Networking
Bill Connolly, retired from The New York Times;
Rich Holden, Dow Jones News Fund
Tips for college students and recent grads on writing effective
cover letters and resumes as well as making the best impression in an interview.

Tweeting sessions?
Use the hashtag #ACES2012
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
Saturday

10:45 a.m.-12:15 p.m.

9-10:30 a.m.

Inside Readers’ Heads: “Headlinese”

Making sense of “study says”
Fred Vultee, Wayne State University
If you haven’t encountered a piece of social science with your
news today, you will soon: whether it’s “study says dogs as smart
as babies,”“poll finds momentum shifting in Crook-Liar race,” or
“report claims bias in debate coverage.” This session reviews the
basics of quantitative social science, with an eye toward helping
you assess both the merits of a study itself and the quality of the
story your organization is publishing about that study. The session
includes just enough statistics to make you dangerous (and tips
on doing stats for free). You’ll never say “within the margin of error”
again.

Alex Cruden, editing consultant
Does headline lingo drive readers away? In this newest version of
a popular conference session, a diverse panel of regular folks will
react spontaneously to a selected mix of common news headlines
that include words rarely heard or seen anywhere else. Questions
from the audience will be welcomed.

Editing Maps and Graphics
David Brindley, National Geographic
Readers of National Geographic expect stunning maps, posters,
and graphics—all without errors. We’ll go behind the scenes to
explore what goes into creating those and how to conquer editing
challenges. Guaranteed eye-candy examples, and best practices
and tips to avoid errors.

Financial Editing: The Words you Choose
Christine Steele, The Capital Group
There’s no shortage of financial reports and fund commentaries to edit. It’s not all about numbers. Careless language has an
impact and can ultimately be detrimental to a business, especially
in finance or investment where someone else is managing your
money or your portfolio. Readers and financial professionals
need clarity and a vocabulary they can understand. Join us as we
edit some problem financial copy from the corporate world and
explain what some of this stuff means, where we can improve, and
terms one should avoid in print.

B-52s and Boot Camp: Editing Military Coverage
Renee Petrina, Sarah Hood, Jared Marquis and Amy Gunnerson,
Defense Information School
If you’re attending ACES, you already know that a Marine is not a
soldier. But it’s likely that other aspects of the military vex you – or
at least your writers. How does a wing relate to a brigade? Why is
CG different for the Army vs. the Coast Guard? Who besides “Jane’s”
can you ask when you need to edit military copy on a deadline?
Our panel of current and former military public affairs specialists
from the Defense Information School will answer your questions
and provide you with military resources and best practices to keep
communication going on both sides of the information battlefield.

Heads We Win: The Art of Headline Writing
Matthew Crowley, Las Vegas Review-Journal
Tips and tricks for writing better print headlines.

Women in Management Forum

Teresa Schmedding, Daily Herald;
Judith Shapleigh, Politico;
Maggie Walter, University of Missouri
A session for women who are managers or are on the management
track to discuss ideas, strategies and how to avoid common pitfalls.
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Listening to Your Brain: Speed Bumps in Editing
Merrill Perlman, editing consultant
Almost no one has time to fact-check anymore. But there’s factchecking and there’s fact-checking. You know a lot about a lot of
things, and a little about a lot more things, and your brain often
tries to tell you that you know something -- especially when what
you’re editing has a problem. Learning to listen to your brain as it
goes over those “speed bumps,” and training yourself to get more
information handy so you can tell what caused those bumps, can
help you fact-check without opening a book or search engine. We
guarantee you’ll leave this session thinking!

Avoiding Burnout

Becca Dyer, Arizona Republic;
Rick Dyer, Independent Newspapers
Proofing, emailing, phoning, tweeting, posting, writing, managing,
organizing, designing, decision-making, editing. We love what we
do and we know it’s important. But when it comes to burnout, is it
a case of too much of a good thing? Richard and Becca will share
their ideas and generate discussion on finding practical ways to
avoid burnout. Open to everyone.

Book Editing
Katya Jenson, freelance (formerly of Peachtree Publishers);
Katy Doll, Pelican Publishing
Two editors in the book industry share what they know about
working for a publishing house, the editorial process at a typical
publisher, the stages of content editing, freelancing with publishers and individual writers, the ethics of editing unpublished work
and advocating for your clients, and how to move from the newsroom to book publishing. We’ll share our experience with working
on various genres (from fiction to picture books and educational
materials) and in different formats (print, online, and e-books).
Lightning round: the legendary slushpile!
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
2:15-3:45 p.m.
Copy Editors to Multiplatform Editors
Teresa Schmedding, Daily Herald;
Michael Roehrman, The Wichita Eagle
How can you turn your print copy desk into a multiplatform
desk? Teresa Schmedding and Michael Roehrman led teams
to reorganize their newsrooms in the past year. This session
will focus on how the decision was made, what the new newsroom workflows are like and how to change the culture in your
newsroom.

Math is Everywhere!
Neil Holdway, Daily Herald
Math is everywhere, whether you like it or not. Don’t be afraid.
You can do it. Especially when the goal is to make it as simple
as possible -- because our readers don’t want to do the math,
either. Come review some math basics, like dealing with percentages, crime rates, margin of error, and simply big numbers
-- plus, even the ethics of math.

How to Learn a Style Guide in 10 Days
Colleen Barry, IDG Enterprise
A quick crash course in how to learn the basics of a new style
guide, no matter what style you’re getting started in. This session will cover how to figure out what’s most important for you
to know right away so you can get up to speed quickly at a new
job or pass an editing test.

How Do I Get There?
Copy Editing Beyond the Newsroom
Doug Ward, University of Kansas;
Christine Steele, The Capital Group;
Michelle Moriarity Witt, Red Ventures;
Regina McDowell, Department of Defense;
Ken Duhe, The Advocate (Baton Rouge, La.);
Chris Frisella, The Register-Guard (Eugene, Ore.)
It’s often difficult to see beyond the niches we’ve created for
ourselves. But as jobs change – and disappear – we need to
consider how to use the skills we have in new areas. Editors
from an investment company, a public relations firm and the
Department of Defense join an editing professor in discussing
the potential and the pitfalls of moving into new fields.

Jimmy’s World (limited to 20)
Bill Connolly, retired from The New York Times
How the greenest intern could have prevented one of journalism’s great disasters. For any editor who deals with original copy
in a journalistic setting.
Session is limited to 20 participants, and you must sign up
at the registration desk. Session sign-up is on a first come,
first served basis.

More training opportunities with ACES
Can’t get enough of ACES, or want to share the fun with your colleagues who couldn’t
come?
ACES will present six one-day workshops later this year around the
country. Look for training opportunities in the following locations:
• June in Tampa, Fla.
• August in Chicago
• Fall in Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Albuquerque and Washington, D.C.
More details will be available on the ACES website, www.copydesk.org, closer to the events.
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Presenter bios
Tess Ahern is a former newspaper journalist and current corporate editor.
She began her editing career as copy editor and page designer at The State
Press while attending Arizona State University. She worked as a copy editor
on the news desks at the East Valley Tribune and the Colorado Springs
Gazette before leaving newspapers to take a position at HDR Inc., an international architectural, engineering, and master planning firm. At HDR, she’s
a publications coordinator whose responsibilities include technical editing,
graphic design and document layout.

Sue Burzynski Bullard (@suebb), a member of the ACES Executive Committee, teaches editing, reporting and multimedia classes at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. Before joining academia, Sue held a variety of editing
positions during 21 years at The Detroit News, including three years as
managing editor. She also has worked as a reporter and editor at newspapers in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., and Lansing and Port Huron, Mich. She earned
a bachelor’s degree in journalism from Michigan State University and a
master’s degree in administration from Central Michigan University.

Mark Allen (@EditorMark) is a freelance editor in Columbus, Ohio. He writes
for a large financial-services firm and edits an early childhood education
website. This month, he started teaching copy editing for University of
California San Diego Extension. Mark spent most of his editing career at
newspapers in Michigan and Ohio.

Darrell Christian joined the AP out of the University of Kentucky in 1972.
He has been a writer and editor in various capacities since then and was
director of MegaSports and Sports Data. He has been editor at large since
2006 and a Stylebook editor since 2008, and he has managed the Top Stories Desk since 2008. During his career ,he directed coverage of major news
stories, including the World Trade Center bombing, the O.J. Simpson murder
trial and Oklahoma City bombing, four Olympics and virtually every major
sports event.

Eric Althoff is a writer, editor and semiprofessional singer. He has written
extensively for Hustler Magazine, Black Belt, Pasadena Magazine, USC Trojan
Family Magazine and Set Decor, and he co-wrote a speech delivered on
the floor of the U.S. House of Representatives by Rep. Danny K. Davis, D-Ill.
His work also has been published online for ModernMan.com, Brides.com
and the Hollywood Bars Examiner at Examiner.com. His first book and play
anxiously await publication.
In her 10 years as an editor, Colleen Barry (@CopyCurmudgeon) has worked
for community newspapers, startup websites, and for herself as a freelancer.
As a one-woman copy desk, she now serves as the sole arbiter of house style
for two trade magazines outside Boston. She’s an expert in AP Style, but
she has also dabbled in Chicago and MLA and has helped build house style
guides for several of her employers.
Gerri Berendzen (@gerrrib) is editorial production coordinator at the Quincy
(Ill.) Herald-Whig, a 19,000-circulation daily newspaper. She supervises a
staff of six copy editors/page designers who work on both the print and
Web products. She also has taught communications on the college level
since 1996. She’s a graduate of the University of Missouri School of Journalism. Berendzen is a member of ACES’ Executive Committee and serves as the
ACES newsletter and Web content editor.
John Braun is a South Carolina native and a graduate of the University
of South Carolina. He spent a dozen years each at The Charlotte Observer
and The Philadelphia Inquirer, mostly as a copy editor and slot. Fleeing the
Inquirer just before being laid off, he has settled in as a copy editor at The
Vanguard Group.
Erin Brenner (@ebrenner) has been an editing professional for over 15 years
and is sought after for her expertise in language mechanics. She is the editor
of Copyediting.com, an online destination for copyeditors that includes
a PDF newsletter, a blog, and more. Erin also runs Right Touch Editing, a
customizable editing service, editing a variety of media and performing all
levels of editing. In addition to working with clients, Erin teaches copyediting and social media for the University of California San Diego Extension
School and publishes a blog, The Writing Resource, which offers bite-sized
grammar lessons twice a week.
David Brindley (@WordsBetween) is deputy managing editor for National
Geographic. Prior to arriving at the magazine in 2002, he was a photojournalist, researcher, reporter and editor. David graduated from the University
of California, Berkeley, and has a master’s degree from the London School of
Economics. He blogs on editing — and T-shirts — at wordsbetween.com.
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Bill Cloud is finishing his first year in phased retirement from the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, where he’s taught since 1982. He’ll continue
to teach editing part-time for the next two years. After that, he’ll come to
ACES representing QSR (quick-service restaurant) and All About Beer magazines. A gourmet burger and craft brewski, please.
Margaret Alford Cloud is an editor for the Division of Cardiothoracic Surgery at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She works with heart
and lung surgeons and edits research grant proposals and medical journal
articles. She also manages the division’s website. Earlier, she was an editor
at the Lexington (Ky.) Herald Leader, Knight-Ridder/Tribune News Service
in Washington, The Seattle Times and The Philadelphia Inquirer. She has
an M.A. from the University of North Carolina and has taught news writing
courses at UNC and the University of Kentucky.
William G. Connolly has been a member of ACES since its beginning and
has served on its executive committee for most of that time. He is a past
president of the ACES Education Fund. He retired in 2001 as a senior editor
of The New York Times, where his most recent assignments involved recruiting, training and the development of a comprehensive policy on ethics and
conflicts of interest. He is a co-author of ”The New York Times Manual of
Style and Usage, Revised and Expanded Edition” (Crown Publishers, 1999)
and from 1987 through 1989 wrote “Winners & Sinners,” a periodical critique
of the paper that circulated widely among journalists, writers and educators. He has lectured frequently at the American Press Institute and taught
from 1981 through 2001 at the Maynard Institute’s editing program. Before
joining The Times, he worked at The Minneapolis Tribune, The Houston
Chronicle, and The Detroit Free Press. He also served as managing editor of
The Virginian-Pilot.
Carla Correa (@pinkgrammar) is a multiplatform editor at The Washington
Post. She has also edited at The News Journal in Wilmington, Del., and
The Baltimore Sun, among other publications. Before heading south to
Washington, she was deputy director of audience engagement at The Sun,
where she helped to build the newspaper’s social media presence. A Connecticut native, she earned her bachelor’s degree in political science at the
University of Delaware and a master’s degree in journalism at the University
of Maryland, College Park.
Matthew Crowley (@copyjockey), an ACES member since 2001, has spent 22
years in journalism, including the last 15 on the business and universal copydesks at the Las Vegas Review-Journal. He’s won headline prizes in national
(including ACES Headline Writer of the Year in Division II in 2007), regional
and state competitions, and is a longtime ACES newsletter contributor and
headline contest judge. In Las Vegas, he serves as a seminar leader and
contest judge for high school journalists.
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Presenter bios
Formerly chief of the copy desks at the Detroit Free Press, Alex Cruden is a
charter member who has been a presenter at every ACES national conference. He is also vice president of the ACES Education Fund. He has led more
than 170 workshops and seminar sessions for newspapers and professional
organizations across the country. For newspapers, his jobs have included
copy desk slot, nation-world editor, executive news editor, editorial board
member and assistant city editor. Since taking a buyout from the Free Press,
he has been a freelance editor, writer and consultant for non-newspaper
clients.
Josh Crutchmer is news design director at the Minneapolis Star Tribune. In
this and in previous positions at the Chicago Tribune and Omaha WorldHerald, his work was honored by SND, APSE and the Best of Sports Design.
Crutchmer has spoken at annual workshops for SND, ACES and APSE.
Paula Devlin (@PaulaDevlinTP) is the news editor on the Online News Desk
of The Times-Picayune in New Orleans, where she manages news content
on NOLA.com, the newspaper’s affiliated website. In a few short years,
she has become conversant with aggregation, links posts, polls, comment
monitoring, Twitter feeds and more. Before moving to the Online News
Desk, she served as copy desk chief and, before that, page one editor on the
newspaper’s copy desk. She has a share of The Times-Picayune’s two Pulitzer
Prizes won for the staff’s coverage of Hurricane Katrina and its aftermath.
She is a frequent presenter at ACES conferences and a former member of
the Executive Committee. And you can ask her anything you want to know
about New Orleans.
Katy Doll is an editor for Pelican Publishing Company, a mid-size publisher
located near New Orleans. She edits all genres of books, from children’s fiction to political science and cookbooks. Before joining Pelican in 2010, she
worked for Atlantic Publishing Company. She graduated from the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill with a degree in journalism and a wealth of
experience from working on the Daily Tar Heel.
Ken Duhe is news editor for The Advocate, a family-owned, 90,000-circulation daily newspaper in Baton Rouge, La. He oversees a copy desk staff of
16, which handles much of the copy editing, design and pagination for the
newspaper’s print edition and works in conjunction with The Advocate’s
Digital Media department to publish to the Web. Ken has spent more than
25 years in newsrooms in Louisiana and Florida, including 15 years as news
editor for The Advocate.
After almost 25 years at the East Valley Tribune, most recently as news
editor, Rebecca “Becca” Dyer is now copy editor for the Page One Team at
The Arizona Republic. Becca also teaches editing as an adjunct at Arizona
State University’s Cronkite School, writes poetry and is editor-in-chief of the
Arizona nonprofit arts and literary magazine The Blue Guitar and the soonto-be-launched poetry magazine Unstrung. Becca lives in Mesa with her
husband, Rick. They just celebrated their 25th wedding anniversary.
Celebrating his 25th year this year with Independent Newspapers, Richard
Dyer is the managing editor of four weekly newspapers in the East Valley, as
well as being a photographer, a welded-steel sculptor and the production
editor for the Arizona nonprofit arts and literary magazine The Blue Guitar
and the soon-to-be-launched poetry magazine Unstrung.
Chris Frisella leads the news and features copy desk at The Register-Guard
in Eugene, Ore. He came to the newspaper as a copy editor in 1992 and has
been news editor, or copy desk chief, since 1998. He is a graduate of the
University of Oregon, has worked at four daily newspapers and is a charter
member of ACES.
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Henry Fuhrmann is assistant managing editor for copy desks, the library
and standards at the Los Angeles Times. Since joining The Times in 1990,
Fuhrmann has served as a copy editor, news editor, assistant editor, senior
copy desk chief and deputy section editor, and as the first chief of the
morning copy desk, which he helped establish in 2007 to serve latimes.com.
Before entering the news business, he studied engineering at Caltech and
UCLA and worked at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. He holds two degrees in
journalism: a bachelor’s from Cal State L.A. and a master’s from Columbia.
Amy Gunnerson has been an instructor since 2004 at the Defense
Information School, where she teaches a basic journalism course and an
advanced content management course. She holds a bachelor’s in journalism
and mass communication. Gunnerson, a Kansas native, served in the
military for 10 years as a writer and public affairs specialist in the Army
Reserve. She deployed twice during conflict and twice for humanitarian
missions. She began her civilian journalism career as a copy editor, reporter
then managing editor of the Kansas State Collegian, followed by four years
as a reporter for The Manhattan Mercury and a stringer for the Kansas City
Star.
Maria Hench (@MariaHench) is a copy editor in the editorial services
department at DePaul University. Previously, she was an editor/writer at
Saint Xavier University and a copy editor at custom publisher Imagination
Publishing. She began her career on the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel copy
desk and is an alumna of the Maynard Institute’s Editing Program and
Marquette University.
Sherri Hildebrandt (@SherriH) is a freelance editor, writer and proofreader
in St. Paul, Minnesota. She has worked at the Minneapolis Star Tribune, the
St. Paul Pioneer Press, the Springfield (Mo.) News Leader and the Virgin
Islands Daily News. She was also an assistant professor at the University of
Missouri School of Journalism where she taught copy editing and news
reporting and was senior news editor at the Columbia Missourian. The other
Columbia in her life is Columbia University, where she received her master’s
degree in journalism. She is a big fan of the semicolon.
Rich Holden has been executive director of the Dow Jones News Fund since
1992. Before that, he spent 19 years as an editor at The Wall Street Journal in
New York and The Asian Wall Street Journal in Hong Kong. In his last post at
the Journal, he was the senior editor overseeing the recruiting, hiring and
training of editors, and directed the copy desk.
Neil Holdway is news editor at the Daily Herald in suburban Chicago, where
he has worked since 1992. He has served as a copy editor, systems editor,
assistant news editor in charge of the local copy desk, and metro news
editor and assistant news editor on the news copy desk. Holdway has been
treasurer of the American Copy Editors Society and its Education Fund since
2005 and has been a presenter at several national and regional ACES and
other conferences and workshops during the last decade.
As an Air Force master sergeant, Sarah Hood was assigned to the Defense
Information School in 1997 to teach the journalism portion of the Basic
Public Affairs Specialist Course. She retired from the Air Force in 1999 after
about 22 years of service, basically going home to change out of uniform
and returning to teach journalism as a civilian. She took over the Journalism
Preparatory Course, an English essentials remedial class, in September 2011.
Katya Jenson is an independent editor who freelances for book publishers
and authors. She spent three years with Peachtree Publishers, an Atlanta
book publisher, in editorial and subsidiary-rights licensing. Katya holds a
master’s degree in linguistics from the University of Hawaii, where she
studied the documentation of endangered languages. She has also worked
as a translator and currently copyedits translated news from the Middle East
at www.almonitor.com.
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Presenter bios
Nick Jungman (@nickjungman) is managing editor of the Wichita Business
Journal and an adjunct instructor at Wichita State University. Before joining
the WBJ in July, he spent two years as the Knight Visiting Editor at the
Missouri School of Journalism. He has been an interactive manager, copy
desk chief, night city editor, business reporter, page designer, wire editor and
copy editor at The Wichita Eagle, the St. Petersburg Times, the Arkansas
Democrat-Gazette and The Oklahoman. He’s a graduate of the University of
Oklahoma. He might have been on a couple of game shows.
Dr. Rick Kenney is an associate professor of journalism at Florida Gulf Coast
University in Fort Myers, where he teaches media ethics, law and reporting.
He directed a Dow Jones Newspaper editing intern residency training
program from 2002-08. Before becoming a journalism educator, Kenney
worked for 10 newspapers, including the St. Petersburg Times, Pittsburgh
Post-Gazette and Baltimore Evening Sun. He is an Ethics Fellow with the
Poynter Institute.
Todd Kistler is the assistant news editor for the Los Angeles News Group’s
hub in West Covina. He started his journalism career working for a mere one
newspaper a night, then increased that to two, then to five, then back to two,
then to five again, and now to six. He declines to tweet, citing exhaustion.
Mallory Lindsly graduated from Spring Hill College in Mobile, Ala., with a
bachelor of arts in journalism. To grow her skill set, she attended Delgado
Community College in New Orleans and obtained a certificate of technical
studies in Web design. Mallory is a medical editor for the Center of Knowledge Management at Ochsner Health System and is earning her master of
arts in organizational communication at Southeastern Louisiana University in
Hammond, La. She also is a member and volunteers with the Young
Leadership Council of New Orleans, is on the New Orleans Delta Gamma
Alumnae board, and enjoys running marathons and half-marathons.
Air Force Staff Sgt. Jared Marquis has been an instructor at the Defense
Information School since 2008, where he teaches the Basic Public Affairs
Specialist Course and the redesigned Content Management Course. He holds
a bachelor’s in occupational education and a master’s in criminal justice.
Marquis, a New Mexico native, enlisted in the Air Force in 2003. He has served
as base publications editor at Cannon Air Force Base in his home state and at
Elmendorf Air Force Base in Alaska. He deployed to Kirkuk, Iraq, in 2007.
Julie Ann Marra (@julieannmarra) is a copy editor/page designer at The
Quincy Herald-Whig in Quincy, Ill. She joined the staff in June 2010 as the
page 1A designer. She also lays out feature pages, special section pages and
other inside wire news pages. Working on a multi-platform desk, Julie assists
posting stories and maintaining the Herald-Whig website, whig.com, as well
as its entertainment website, The Local Q. Prior to this position, Julie worked
for newspapers in Milwaukee and Sierra Vista, Ariz. Julie graduated from Drake
University in 2008 with a degree in news/Internet and a degree in math.
Karen Martwick is the editor at Travel Portland, the destination marketing
organization and convention and visitors bureau for Portland, Ore. She edits
two annual magazines; Web, email and social media content; and materials
for audiences ranging from leisure travelers to meeting planners. Over the
past seven years, she has come to relish the challenges and opportunities
intrinsic to editing for nonprofits. She began her career as a producer for
OregonLive.com, the website affiliated with The Oregonian.
Greg Matthews (@GregMatthews) is digital managing editor for KENS 5, the
CBS affiliate in San Antonio, where he oversees editorial coverage for
Kens5.com and a half-dozen smartphone and tablet apps. Kens5.com was
awarded the 2011 Edward R. Murrow Award for best large-market website in
Region 6 (Texas/Oklahoma), and Greg has been honored with consecutive
Lone Star Emmys for interactive projects. But his first love was newspaper
journalism. After graduating from the University of Missouri, he worked as a
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newspaper copy editor and page designer before spending a decade as a
newspaper website editor. Now in a TV newsroom, he hasn’t lost his desire
for clean design and even cleaner copy. His KENS 5 colleagues affectionately
call him “Greggle.” (“Don’t look it up on Google ... Just ‘Greggle’ it!”).
Sherrie Voss Matthews (@typogirl), international media and marketing
coordinator for the University of Texas at San Antonio, has been a reporter,
copy editor, book editor, magazine and multimedia editor. A graduate of the
Missouri School of Journalism, she now works as a member of the communications team at UTSA, where she edits the UTSA International Gateway
website and assists with the Office of International Programs’ social media
presence.
Dori J. Maynard is the president of the Robert C. Maynard Institute for
Journalism Education, the oldest organization dedicated to helping the
nation’s news media accurately and fairly portray all segments of our society.
In its 33-year history, the Institute has trained thousands of journalists of
color. Prior to joining the Institute in 1994, Maynard spent a decade working
as a reporter at the Bakersfield Californian; The Patriot Ledger, in Quincy,
Mass.; and the Detroit Free Press. In 1993 she became the first daughter to
follow her father to Harvard as a Nieman Fellow. In 2001, The Society of
Professional Journalists named her a Fellow of the Society; in 2003, she was
named one of the 10 Most Influential African-Americans in the Bay Area; and
in 2008 she received AAJA’s Leadership in Diversity Award.
Regina McDowell is the technical editor for the Afghanistan-Pakistan Task
Force. She is a result-driven communications professional with 20+ years
experience and comprehensive expertise editing military intelligence to
support our warfighters, defense planners, and defense and national security
policymakers in the Department of Defense and the intelligence community.
Regina serves as an educator and mentor to junior level editors and analysts,
and is a freelance editor in the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area.
ACES Vice President-Conferences Lisa McLendon (@GrammarMonkeys) is
Deputy News Desk Chief at the Wichita (Kan.) Eagle, where she slings copy for
screen and paper, edits the Books page, and coordinates the Grammar
Monkeys blog and Twitter account. She also teaches editing at Wichita State
University. She began her journalism career on the copy desk at the Denton
(Texas) Record-Chronicle after earning a doctorate in Slavic Linguistics from
the University of Texas.
David Minthorn focuses on news standards and practices at AP’s global
headquarters. Co-editor of the AP Stylebook, Minthorn responds to style and
writing questions at Ask the Editor, the online Stylebook’s help site. Minthorn
joined AP in 1969 after Army service in Germany and was a correspondent in
Frankfurt, Bonn and Moscow and news editor for central Europe. Since 1985,
Minthorn has worked in news management at AP’s international and
national desks and the Nerve Center in New York. He has a B.A. in English and
master’s in journalism.
Pam Nelson (@grammarguide) is a copy editor for the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants and recently worked at the McClatchy
Publishing Center in Charlotte, N.C. She has been a journalist since 1976,
working most of that time as a copy editor and copy editing supervisor. She
also has been a features writer, a wire editor, an assigning editor and the
managing editor of a website. She writes the Grammar Guide blog at the
ACES site, grammarguide.copydesk.org.
Shanxi Omoniyi is online content manager at the Christian Foundation for
Children and Aging (CFCA), an international nonprofit organization based in
Kansas City, Kan. She previously worked as a copy editor at the Lawrence
Journal-World in Lawrence, Kan., after graduating from University of Kansas
in 2008. She is secretary of the ACES Education Fund board and winner of the
Aubespin scholarship in 2008.
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Merrill Perlman (@meperl) is back for another ACES conference despite the
restraining order. She runs a consulting business that trains journalists,
editors and normal people, and she also does freelance editing for clients
including ProPublica, The New York Times and Amazon Kindle Singles. She’s
an adjunct assistant professor at the Columbia Graduate School of
Journalism and writes the “Language Corner” column for the Columbia
Journalism Review. She survived 25 years at The New York Times, leaving in
2008 as director of copy desks while a few brain cells remained. She was
given the Glamann Award in ‘09 and is president of the ACES Education
Fund. Are you sick of her yet?
Renée Petrina (@journaylism), former copy editor and Web editor at The
Indianapolis Star, teaches the journalism portion of the Basic Public Affairs
Specialist course at the Defense Information School. Prior to joining DINFOS,
she was on the news faculty at Ball State University (Muncie, Ind.). The
Virginia native is a proud alumna of the Dow Jones News Fund editing
program.
Michael Roehrman is deputy editor at The Wichita Eagle, overseeing the
news desk and design team. The company hired him in 1996 to help launch
what is now Kansas.com, the largest news site in Kansas. Since then he has
served as a copy editor, Web editor and copy desk chief. ACES has honored
him as the Headline Writer of the Year for midsize papers four times, and he
was the 2009 Robinson Prize recipient.
Frank Russell (@mercspike) is the Knight visiting editor/visiting assistant
professor at the Missouri School of Journalism and Columbia Missourian. He
is on academic leave of absence from the San Jose Mercury News, where he
has been chief of copy desks and an online editor and writer specializing in
business and technology news. Previously, he worked at The Seattle Times,
Puget Sound Business Journal and Los Angeles Daily News.
John Russial has been a professor at the University of Oregon since 1992.
He teaches copy editing and studies technological and organizational
change in newspapers. He was a copy chief at The Philadelphia Inquirer for
more than 10 years and previously worked as a computer systems manager,
copy editor and reporter at the Bethlehem Globe-Times.
Carol Fisher Saller is a senior manuscript editor and assistant managing
editor at the University of Chicago Press and an editor of the Chicago
Manual of Style. She has also worked as an editor of children’s books and has
published several books for children. She is the author of The Subversive
Copyeditor: Advice from Chicago (or, How to Negotiate Good Relationships with
Your Writers, Your Colleagues, and Yourself) and currently writes for the Lingua
Franca blog at the Chronicle of Higher Education. Her newest book is Eddie’s
War, a young-adult novel about an Illinois farm boy during World War II.
Sandra Schaefer (@SandraLSchaefer) is a graduate student at the University
of Wisconsin Oshkosh. After earning her bachelor’s degree in English from
the University of Wisconsin Platteville in 2004, she earned her teaching
accreditation at Viterbo University in La Crosse, Wis. She taught English for
two years at Adams-Friendship High School in Adams, Wis., before resigning
to pursue her graduate degree. While attending school, she has worked as a
copy editor and a research assistant, both at UW Oshkosh. Her research
focuses on the power and usage of pronouns in modern English. She lives in
Oshkosh, Wis., with her husband and their large family of small animals.
ACES President Teresa Schmedding is the assistant managing editor for the
Daily Herald Media Group, where she oversees editing and publication of
print products and digital platforms. She recently led a Daily Herald initiative
to fully integrate print and Web operations, earning her the Stuart R.
Paddock Manager of Excellence Award at the Daily Herald. The Daily Herald
also received an innovation award from Editor & Publisher and is being
profiled as one of “10 Newspapers That Do It Right” by the magazine.
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Schmedding has a bachelor’s degree in journalism and a master’s degree in
media management from the University of Missouri-Columbia.
Rob Schneider is currently vice president of The Society for News Design
and is presentation director for The Dallas Morning News, where he is in
charge of design, graphics and illustration. Rob has led successful redesigns
of the DMN, The Providence Journal and various other print and digital
products. Previously, he was an editor, designer, writer, photographer, copy
editor and sports editor for newspapers in Missouri (St. Joseph News-Press
and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch) and Nebraska (Omaha World-Herald.) His
work has been awarded by The Society for News Design, Malofiej, Communication Arts, Illustrator’s Annual, PRINT magazine and other state and
regional journalism competitions.
Katie Schwing attended journalism school at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, during which time she completed internships at The
New York Times News Service (through the Dow Jones Newspaper Fund)
and the Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel. She spent about three years on the
night news desk at The Gazette in Colorado Springs, Colo., before switching
fields. She now edits, designs, and lays out reports for a military master
planning/engineering firm.
Judy Shapleigh is chief of the copy desk at Politico, a daily paper and
website covering politics and policy. She worked at U.S. News & World
Report as deputy chief of the News Desk, copy editor and other positions for
nearly 32 years. Judy is also publications manager for the Auxiliary of Inova
Fairfax Hospital in her spare time. She is responsible for a quarterly
newsletter, submissions to a state newsletter and annual report for a
volunteer organization of some 1,000 members. Her hobbies include
quilting, reading and gardening. She has a journalism degree from the
University of Richmond.
Craig Silverman (@CraigSilverman) is an award-winning journalist and the
founder of Regret the Error, a blog that reports on media errors and
corrections, and trends regarding accuracy and verification. He also wrote a
book of the same name. Regret the Error moved to The Poynter Institute in
December 2011, and he joined as Adjunct Faculty. Craig writes a weekly
column for the Toronto Star and has been a columnist for the Columbia
Journalism Review, The Globe and Mail, and BusinessJournalism.org. He’s
the former managing editor of PBS MediaShift, and was part of the team
that launched OpenFile.ca, a Canadian online news start-up.
Rhonda Smith works in alumni relations and development at the University
of Chicago. She is the fact-checker and proofreader for the bimonthly
University of Chicago Magazine and the copy editor/proofreader for the
editorial group, working on several alumni publications and other print and
online materials. Previously, she was the editorial coordinator in the Books
Division of the University of Chicago Press and a technical editor for a
software company. She has a bachelor’s degree in psychology and a
master’s degree in writing, both from DePaul University, and a certificate in
editing from the University of Chicago Graham School of Continuing Liberal
and Professional Studies.
An ACES member for 11 years, Christine Steele (@kindersteele) has also
been serving on the ACES Executive Committee for the past two years. She
is a senior copy editor in investment communications for a mutual fund
company and responsible for copyediting brochures for financial advisers,
mutual fund commentaries and white papers, annual shareholder reports,
and quarterly materials for investors. Besides having a passion for copyediting, for the past 25 years Christine’s experience includes trade magazines,
book publishing, Web editing for health care and retail, and freelance
editing while maintaining her own website. Christine also maintains her
department’s style guide and various style sheets. She has degrees in print
journalism and communication arts.
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Presenter bios
Matthew Testa is the Scientific and Technical Editor at the International
Center for Alcohol Policies (ICAP), a nonprofit think tank in Washington, D.C.
His work involves editing documents prepared in-house, summarizing
social science and public health research for a nonspecialist readership, and
coordinating production of ICAP’s science publications. Before joining ICAP
in October 2011, Matthew worked in Montreal as an English editor for the
DVD subtitling unit of Deluxe Digital Studios, and as a copy editor and script
writer of educational materials for Stratford Career Institute. Matthew holds
a master’s degree in musicology from McGill University and a bachelor’s
degree in psychology from Cornell University.
Fred Vultee is an assistant professor of journalism in the Department of
Communication at Wayne State University. He teaches news editing along
with research methods, theory and political communication, and also runs
Headsup: The Blog. Before joining the academic ranks, he was an editor at
daily newspapers for some 25 years.
Bill Walsh (@theslot) is a multiplatform editor at The Washington Post and a
30-year veteran of newspaper journalism. He is the author of two books on
usage and style, “Lapsing Into a Comma” (2000) and “The Elephants of Style”
(2004), and is working on a third. He has run The Slot: A Spot for Copy
Editors (www.theslot.com) on the Web since 1995 and offers 140-characteror-less usage commentary on Twitter.
Maggie Walter (@MaggieWalter7) is an associate professor at the Missouri
School of Journalism and an interactive news editor at ColumbiaMissourian.
com. She teaches copy editing and design as well as oversees the
Missourian Stylebook — online and in print.

rock
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design
cleveland, ohio

Doug Ward (@kuediting) is an associate professor of journalism and the
Budig Professor of Writing at the University of Kansas, where he teaches
courses in editing, innovation, reporting and history. The Scripps Howard
Foundation recently named him the journalism and mass communication
teacher of the year. Before joining the faculty at KU, he was an editor at The
New York Times. You can find him online at www.kuediting.com and www.
journalismtech.com.
Michelle Moriarity Witt is a copy editor for Red Ventures, an online
marketing and customer acquisition firm near Charlotte, N.C. She worked as
a newspaper copy editor and page designer for nine years, including five at
the (Raleigh) News & Observer, before taking a buyout in 2008. Since 2008,
she also has worked as a county government PIO and an interactive content
strategist for Ally Bank.
Thom Wright of the Los Angeles News group is a graduate of Cal State
Fullerton in communications/print. He started as weekly reporter in 1979
and was a writer and a copy editor for years, before landing his first daily
gig. He has worked in Southern California his whole career. When he started
he used an Olivetti and had to walk around an abandoned Linotype
machine to get to the press room.
Tim Yagle is a charter member of ACES, and has been a presenter at
previous national conferences, co-coordinator of a regional chapter, a
contributor to the ACES newsletter and a judge on the scholarship
committee. He has enjoyed working in the newspaper business for 31 years;
the past 18 as a copy editor and the first 13 as a reporter.
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conference sponsors

ACES expresses its gratitude to the contributors
that offered their support toward this conference:

EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors will be set up on the fourth floor. Visit with representatives from The Associated Press,
Saxotech and Tansa during the conference.
If you or your company would like to further the craft of editing through a sponsorship of the 2013 national conference in St. Louis,
e-mail sponsorships@copydesk.org

acknowledgements:
We couldn’t have this conference without a lot of people doing a lot of work over a lot of time.
Special thanks to Paula Devlin of The Times-Picayune, Ken Duhe of The Advocate, and all of our conference presenters and
volunteers, without whom this event would not be possible.
— Lisa McLendon, ACES Vice President-Conferences
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ACES’ 16TH NATIONAL CONFERENCE
APRIL 12-14, 2012/NEW ORLEANS

meet us in
St. Louis . .

Join ACES
April 4-6, 2013

17th national conference
Hilton St. Louis at the Ballpark

For more information on St. Louis,
visit explorestlouis.com/

a gateway
to better editing

